Holding on to pleasant
memories, and moving on to
make new ones… RVers
know how to do that. When
it’s time to replace the RV
refrigerator, the Classic by
Dometic is their first choice.
Its easy-to-use convenience
features and clean, modern
appearance add luxury and
value to any coach or trailer.
And because it’s designed to
install in most existing
refrigerator openings, this
change for the better is easier.

Replacing an older refrigerator?
The Classic is the perfect fit.
Available in the two most popular sizes, the Classic is designed
to fit existing cabinet openings for many older Dometic models,
as well as some other brands.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Model No.

Overall Dimensions
( HxWxD inches )

Recess Dimensions
( HxWxD inches )

Weight
( lbs.)

RM2620
RM2820

51-31/32 x 22-23/32 x 24-9/16
57-7/8 x 24-39/64 x 24-9/16

49-1/2 x 21-3/4 x 24
55-3/8 x 23-5/8 x 24

122
143

2-way power with automatic electronic LP ignition
Eye-level electronic controls
Dometic's proven, reliable absorption cooling unit
Adjustable thermostat
Climate control system saves energy, prevents condensation
Standby feature keeps refrigerator operating if control/display or
temperature sensor should become nonfunctional
Rugged steel frame assures strength and durability
Modern integrated exterior profile; doors open 180°
Door handles operate easily, lock automatically
Bright white, easy-to-clean interior; lighted fresh food
compartment
Versatile shelving and removable door bins
Magic Fingers and tall bottle retainer in door
Two crispers, gallon container space
Right or left door swing option
Optional door insert panels available
TM

The Classic is built with the rugged
Dometic solid steel frame. It has the features
RVers want most, yet it's easy
on the pocketbook.

New Dimensions

Royale

By using advanced insulation technology, the
New Dimensions line provides 25% more capacity
with the same outside dimensions as comparable
models. More features and storage flexibility, too.

All Royale models have automatic/manual
electronic controls that select the best available
power— or let you decide. A truly impressive
array of standard features and available options.

Americana

Classic

Single-door models with 3-way power and
double-door 2-way models deliver Dometic's
superior quality to even the most costconscious customers.

With a long list of features RVers want
most, the Classic is designed to install
in most existing refrigerator openings.
Available in two popular sizes.
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